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Abstract
In this paper we investigate electromagnetic interactions for massive spin 2 parti-
cles in (A)dS space at linear approximation using gauge invariant description for such
massive particles. We follow bottom-up approach, i.e. we begin with the introduc-
tion of minimal interaction and then proceed by adding non-minimal interactions with
higher and higher number of derivatives together with corresponding non-minimal cor-
rections to gauge transformations until we are able to restore gauge invariance broken
by transition to gauge covariant derivatives. We managed to construct a model that
smoothly interpolates between massless particle in (A)dS space and massive one in a
flat Minkowski space. Also we reproduce the same results in a frame-like formalism
which can be more suitable for generalizations on higher spins.
∗E-mail address: Yurii.Zinoviev@ihep.ru
Introduction
It has been known since a long time that it is not possible to construct standard gravitational
interaction for massless higher spin s ≥ 5/2 particles in flat Minkowski space [1, 2, 3] (see
also recent discussion in [4]). At the same time, it has been shown [5, 6] that this task indeed
has a solution in (A)dS space with non-zero cosmological term. The reason is that gauge
invariance, that turns out to be broken when one replaces ordinary partial derivatives by
the gravitational covariant ones, could be restored with the introduction of higher derivative
corrections containing gauge invariant Riemann tensor. These corrections have coefficients
proportional to inverse powers of cosmological constant so that such theories do not have
naive flat limit. However it is perfectly possible, for cubic vertices, to have a limit where both
cosmological term and gravitational coupling constant simultaneously go to zero in such a
way that only interactions with highest number of derivatives survive [7, 9]. Besides all, it
means that the procedure can be reversed. Namely, one can start with the massless particle
in flat Minkowski space and search for non-trivial (i.e. with non-trivial corrections to gauge
transformations) higher derivatives cubic s − s − 2 vertex containing linearized Riemann
tensor. Then, considering smooth deformation into (A)dS space, one can try to reproduce
standard minimal gravitational interaction as a by product of such deformation. Recently
we have shown that such procedure is indeed possible on the example of massless spin 3
particle [7] using cubic four derivatives 3− 3− 2 vertex constructed in [8] (see also [9] where
this vertex was reconsidered and an appropriate one for s = 4 case has been constructed).
Besides gravitational interaction one more classical and important test for any higher
spin theory is electromagnetic interaction. The problem of switching on such interaction
for massless higher spin particles looks very similar to the problem with gravitational in-
teractions. Namely, if one replaces ordinary partial derivatives by the gauge covariant ones
the resulting Lagrangian loses its gauge invariance and this non-invariance (arising due to
non-commutativity of covariant derivatives) is proportional to field strength of vector field.
In this, for the massless fields with s ≥ 3/2 in flat Minkowski space there is no possibility
to restore gauge invariance by adding non-minimal terms to Lagrangian and/or modifying
gauge transformations. But such restoration becomes possible if one goes to (A)dS space
with non-zero cosmological constant. By the same reason, as in the gravitational case, such
theories do not have naive flat limit, but it is possible to consider a limit where both cosmo-
logical constant and electric charge simultaneously go to zero so that only highest derivative
non-minimal terms survive. Again it should be possible to reproduce standard minimal e/m
interaction starting with some non-trivial cubic higher derivatives s−s−1 vertex containing
e/m field strength and considering its smooth deformation into (A)dS space. An example of
such procedure for massless spin 2 particle has been given recently in [10], while candidate
for appropriate s− s− 1 vertex was given in [9].
In all investigations of massless particles interactions gauge invariance plays a crucial role.
Not only it determines a kinematic structure of free theory and guarantees a right number
of physical degrees of freedom, but also to a large extent it fixes all possible interactions of
such particles. This leads, in particular, to formulation of so-called constructive approach
for investigation of massless particles models [11, 12, 13, 3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 9]. In this
approach one starts with free Lagrangian for the collection of massless fields with appropriate
gauge transformations and tries to construct interacting Lagrangian and modified gauge
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transformations iteratively by the number of fields so that:
L ∼ L0 + L1 + L2 + . . . , δ ∼ δ0 + δ1 + δ2 + . . .
where L1 — cubic vertex, L2 — quartic one and so on, while δ1 — corrections to gauge
transformations linear in fields, δ2 — quadratic in fields and so on. In-particular, such
approach allows one to consistently reproduce such physically important theories as Yang-
Mills, gravity and supergravity.
It is natural to suggest that in any realistic higher spin theory (like in superstring) most
of higher spin particles must be massive and their gauge symmetries spontaneously broken.
But common description of massive fields does not possess gauge invariance. Instead, it
requires that some constraints must follow from equations of motion excluding all unphysical
degrees of freedom. In this, at least two general problems appear then one tries to switch
on interactions. First of all, a number of constraints could change thus leading to a change
in the number of degrees of freedom and reappearing of unphysical ones. Secondly, even if
a number of constraints remains the same as in free theory, interacting theory very often
turns out to be non-causal, i.e. has solutions corresponding to super-luminal propagation
[22, 25, 26, 27, 23, 24]. It is hard to formulate one simple principle for constructing consistent
theories with such particles. A number of different requirements, such as conservation of
right number of physical degrees of freedom, smooth massless limit, tree level unitarity and
causality, was used in the past [19, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 23, 24].
There exist two well known classes of consistent models for massive high spin particles,
namely, for massive non-Abelian spin 1 particles and for massive spin 3/2 ones. In both cases
masses of gauge fields appear as a result of spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking. One of
the main ingredients of this mechanism is the appearance of Goldstone particles with non-
homogeneous gauge transformations. This, in turn, leads to the gauge invariant description
of such massive spin 1 and spin 3/2 particles. But such gauge invariant description of
massive particles could be constructed for higher spins as well. There are at least two
basic approaches to such description. One of them is based on the powerful BRST method
[28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Another one appeared as an attempt to generalize to higher spins
a mechanism of spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking [34, 35, 36, 37] (see also [38, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43]). In such a breaking a set of Goldstone fields with non-homogeneous gauge
transformations appear making gauge invariant description of massive gauge fields possible.
Such gauge invariant description of massive fields works well not only in flat Minkowski
space-time, but in (anti) de Sitter space-times as well. All that one needs to do is to replace
ordinary partial derivatives with the covariant ones and take into account commutator of
these derivatives which is non-zero now. In particular, this formulation turns out to be
very convenient for investigation of so-called partially massless theories which appear in de
Sitter space [44, 45, 46, 36, 47, 48]. The mere existence of gauge invariant formulation for
massive higher spin particles allows us to extend the constructive approach for any collection
of massive and/or massless particles, see e.g. [35, 49, 50, 7].
In a gauge invariant formalism the problem of switching on gravitational or electro-
magnetic interactions for massive particles looks very similar to that for the massless ones.
Namely, introduction of minimal interactions by the replacement of ordinary partial deriva-
tives by the covariant ones spoils the invariance of the Lagrangian under gauge transforma-
tions. Having at our disposal mass m as a dimensionfull parameter even in a flat Minkowski
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space we can try to restore broken gauge invariance by adding to the Lagrangian non-
minimal terms containing the linearized Riemann tensor (e/m field strength) as well as
corresponding non-minimal corrections to gauge transformations. Naturally such terms will
have coefficients proportional to inverse powers of mass m so that the theory will not have
naive massless limit. However, it is natural to suggest that there exists a limit where both
mass and gravitational coupling constant (electric charge) simultaneously go to zero so that
only some interactions containing Riemann tensor (e/m field strength) survive. In this, an
interesting and important question is the relation between flat space limit for massless par-
ticles in (A)dS space and massless limit for massive particles in flat Minkowski space. To
understand such relation (if any) it is important to consider general case — massive particles
in (A)dS space with arbitrary cosmological constant.
The first step towards the construction of gravitational interactions for massive spin 3
particles was performed in [7], while in the Section 1 we give simple but illustrative example
of electromagnetic interactions for massive spin 3/2 particles. The main purpose of this
paper is to investigate electromagnetic interaction for massive spin 2 particles in (A)dS
space. In Section 2 we begin with the metric-like formulation where the main gauge field
is a symmetric second rank tensor h(µν), while vector Bµ and scalar ϕ fields play the role
of Goldstone ones. We follow the bottom-up approach, i.e. we begin with the introduction
of minimal interaction and then add non-minimal terms with higher and higher number of
derivatives until we are able to restore broken gauge invariance. The first such possibility
arises when we add to the Lagrangian terms with two derivatives as well as one derivative
corrections to gauge transformations. Such a model gives a generalization of our previous
results [35] to the case of arbitrary (A)dS space. But it turns out that for any non-zero
value of cosmological constant such model is singular in the massless limit. So we proceed
with three derivatives vertices in the Lagrangian and two derivatives corrections to gauge
transformations. Among all solutions there is one unambiguous model having non-singular
massless limit. In this model we obtain the following relation for the electric charge, mass
and cosmological constant:
e0 = −a0[m2 − κ(d− 2)]d− 3
d− 2
where a0 — coupling constant for main three derivatives vertex having dimension 1/m
2. Let
us stress that that the main three derivatives 2− 2− 1 vertex is exactly the same as in [10],
so such model indeed smoothly interpolates between massless particle in (A)dS space and
massive one in a flat Minkowski space.
As is well known, basically there are two approaches for description of gravity theory —
metric one, where the main object is symmetric metric tensor gµν , and tetrad one with tetrad
eµ
a and Lorentz connection ωµ
ab. These two approaches admit natural generalization for
description of higher spin particles. Generalization of metric approach has been constructed
in [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56], while generalization of tetrad approach, the so-called frame-like
formalism, has been constructed in [57, 58, 59] (see also [60, 61, 39, 62, 63, 47, 64, 65, 66,
67, 68, 69, 70]). In Section 3 we reproduce the results of previous section using frame-like
gauge invariant formulation for massive particles in (A)dS space [39, 67], The main reason
is that frame-like formulation being elegant and geometric in nature could be more suitable
for generalizations on higher spins.
3
1 Example with spin 3/2
In this section as a simple but instructive example we consider electromagnetic interac-
tions of massive spin 3/2 particle (see also [23, 24]). We will work in general (A)dS4 space
with arbitrary cosmological constant and use the following conventions on (A)dS covariant
derivatives acting on spinors:
[Dµ, Dν ]η = −κ
2
σµνη, κ =
2Λ
(d− 1)(d− 2) =
Λ
3
, σµν =
1
2
[γµ, γν] (1)
To construct a gauge invariant description for massive spin 3/2 particle we need vector-spinor
Ψµ as well as spinor χ. It is easy to check that the following Lagrangian:
L0 = i
2
εµναβΨ¯µγ5γνDαΨβ +
i
2
χ¯Dˆχ+
M
2
Ψ¯µσ
µνΨν + i
√
3
2
m(Ψ¯γ)χ+Mχ¯χ (2)
where Dˆ = γµDµ, M =
√
m2 − κ, is invariant under the following local gauge transforma-
tions:
δ0Ψµ = Dµη − iM
2
γµη δ0χ =
√
3
2
mη (3)
Recall that in a de Sitter space (κ > 0) we have unitary forbidden region m2 < κ (see e.g.
[71]).
Now let us introduce minimal electromagnetic interaction. We prefer to work with Ma-
jorana spinors so in what follows we will assume that all spinor objects are doublets:
Ψµ =
(
Ψµ
1
Ψµ
2
)
, χ =
(
χ1
χ2
)
, η =
(
η1
η2
)
Thus we replace (A)dS covariant derivatives by the fully covariant ones:
Dµ ⇒∇µ = Dµ + e0qAµ, q =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, q2 = −I (4)
As usual such replacement breaks the invariance of the Lagrangian under the local gauge
transformations and we obtain:
δ0L0 = ie0Ψ¯µqF˜ µνγ5γνη, F˜ µν = 1
2
εµναβFαβ (5)
So we will try to restore broken invariance (at least in the linear approximation) by adding
to the Lagrangian the most general non-minimal terms, containing electromagnetic field
strength:
L1 = 1
2
Ψ¯µ
[
a1F
µν + a2γ5F˜
µν + a3g
µν(σF ) + a4(F
µασα
ν + σµαFα
ν)
]
qΨν +
+iΨ¯µ(a5F
µν + a6γ5F˜
µν)γνqχ+
a7
2
χ¯q(σF )χ (6)
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as well as the most general corrections to gauge transformations:
δ1Ψµ = iq(α1Fµν + α2γ5F˜µν)γ
νη δ1χ = qα3(σF )η
δ1Aµ = α4(Ψ¯µqη) + iα5(χ¯γµqη) (7)
First of all we calculate all variations with two derivatives and require their cancellation.
Simple calculations give:
α2 = α1, α4 = 2α1, α5 = −2α3
a1 = −a2 = −2α1, a3 = a4 = 0, a5 = a6 = −2α3
In this, non-minimal Lagrangian and appropriate corrections to gauge transformations take
the form familiar from supergravity models:
L1 = −α1Ψ¯µ(F µν − γ5F˜ µν)qΨν + iα3Ψ¯µ(σF )γµqχ+ a7
2
χ¯q(σF )χ (8)
δ1Ψµ = −iα1
2
q(σF )γµη δ1χ = qα3(σF )η
δ1Aµ = 2α1(Ψ¯µqη)− 2iα3(χ¯γµqη) (9)
At last cancellation of variations with one derivative (taking into account term coming from
the introduction of minimal interactions) gives:
e0 = 2α1M + 2
√
6α3m, a7 = − 4M√
6m
α3
A few comments are in order.
• If we calculate a commutator of two gauge transformations we obtain e.g.:
[δ1, δ2]Aµ = −4i(α12 + 2α32)(η¯2γνη1)Fνµ (10)
This means that for non-zero value of electric charge e0 any such model must be a part
of some (spontaneously broken) supergravity theory.
• From the supergravity point of view the meaning of two parameters α1 and α3 is clear:
in the most general case our vector field can be a linear combination of graviphoton
(with vector-spinor Ψµ as a superpartner) and some vector field from vector supermul-
tiplet (with spinor superpartner).
• From the expression for the parameter a7 above, one can see that in general there
is an ambiguity between massless and flat limits (see also [72]). Indeed, in the flat
Minkowski space we obtain a7 = −4α3/
√
6 and nothing prevents us from considering
massless limit m → 0. But for any non-zero cosmological constant the expression for
a7 is singular in the massless limit.
• The most simple model free from such ambiguity is the case α3 = 0, i.e. our photon is
a pure graviphoton. In this case an effective electric charge is given by e0 = 2α1M so
that it becomes equal to zero exactly at the boundary of unitary allowed region.
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2 Metric-like formalism
In this section we consider electromagnetic interaction for massive spin 2 particles in (A)dSd
space with arbitrary cosmological constant using metric-like gauge invariant formalism [36].
We need three fields: symmetric second rank tensor hµν , vector Bµ and scalar ϕ ones. As
is well known, even for massless spin 2 particles in (A)dS space gauge invariance requires
introduction of mass-like terms into Lagrangian. So in what follows we will organize the
calculations just by the number of derivatives. For example, gauge invariant Lagrangian for
free massive spin 2 particle will be written as follows:
L0 = L02 + L01 + L00
where first index ’0’ means free (quadratic in fields) theory, while the second one denotes a
number of derivatives. Note also that due to non-commutativity of (A)dS covariant deriva-
tives there is some ambiguity in the structure of kinetic terms for massless spin 2 particle.
We will use the following concrete choice:
L02 = 1
2
DαhµνDαhµν − 1
2
DαhµνDµhνα − 1
2
(Dh)µ(Dh)µ + (Dh)
µDµh− 1
2
DµhDµh−
−1
2
(DµBν −DνBµ)2 + 2(d− 1)
d− 2 (Dµϕ)
2 (11)
L01 = 2m(hµνDµBν − h(DB)) + 4(d− 1)M
d− 2 (DB)ϕ (12)
L00 = −M
2
2
(hµνhµν − h2)− 2(d− 1)mM
d− 2 hϕ+
2d(d− 1)m2
(d− 2)2 ϕ
2 − 2κ(d− 1)Bµ2 (13)
where M2 = m2 − κ(d − 2). Recall that in de Sitter space (κ > 0) we again have unitary
forbidden regionm2 < κ(d−2). Similarly, the gauge transformations leaving this Lagrangian
invariant will be written as follows
δ0 = δ01 + δ00
δ01hµν = Dµξν +Dνξµ, δ01Bµ = Dµλ (14)
δ00hµν =
2m
d− 2gµνλ, δ00Bµ = mξµ, δ00ϕ =Mλ (15)
where again first index ’0’ means initial (non-homogeneous) gauge transformations, while
the second one denotes a number of derivatives. As for the (A)dS covariant derivatives in
this section we will use the following normalization:
[Dµ, Dν ]vα = Rµν,αβv
β = −κ(gµαvν − gναvµ), κ = 2Λ
(d− 1)(d− 2) (16)
Recall that one of the nice features of gauge invariant formulation for massive fields is
that it admits a smooth massless limit. Indeed, if we consider the limit m → 0 for non-
zero value of cosmological constant the total Lagrangian decomposes into the sum of free
Lagrangians describing massless spin 2 and massive spin 1 particles (or into the sum of
massless Lagrangians for spin 2, 1 and 0 particles in flat case). In this, total number of
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physical degrees of freedom remains the same as in massive case. Note that working with
such description one is often used to ”eliminate” additional fields by simply setting them to
0. Such procedure may be useful as a simple and quick way to check the number of degrees
of freedom and we will use it in the Conclusion to show that interacting model constructed in
this paper does have correct number of degrees of freedom. Let us stress however that such
simplified procedure does not ”commute” with taking massless limit. Indeed, if we simply
set vector and scalar fields to 0 and then consider massless limit we will get massless spin 2
theory without any trace of other degrees of freedom. As usual in any gauge invariant theory,
the rigorous way consists of complete analysis of all first class constraints and appropriate
gauge fixing.
Now let us introduce minimal electromagnetic interaction. First of all we add to our
Lagrangian usual kinetic terms for e/m field:
L0 ⇒ L0 − 1
4
Fµν
2
We prefer to work with real fields so we will assume that all our fields are real doublets hµν
i,
Bµ
i and ϕi where i = 1, 2. Thus we replace all derivatives in the Lagrangian and gauge
transformations by fully covariant ones:
Dµξν
i → Dµξνi − e0εijAµξνj
As usual such replacement spoils the invariance of the Lagrangian under gauge transforma-
tions:
δ0L0 = e0εij[−3FµνDµhναi − 3(Dh)µiFµα + 3DµhiFµα − hµνiDµFνα − (DF )µhµαi +
+(DF )αh
i − 4mBµiFµα]ξαj + e0εijBµνiFµνλj (17)
where Fµν = DµAν −DνAµ.
So we will try to restore broken gauge invariance by adding non-minimal terms contain-
ing e/m field strength Fµν to the Lagrangian as well as appropriate corrections to gauge
transformations. The simplest possibility is to add all possible terms with one derivative:
L11 = εijFµν [a1hµαihναj + a2BµiBνj ] (18)
as well as the most general corrections to gauge transformations without derivatives:
δ10Aµ = ε
ij[α1hµν
iξν
j + α2h
iξµ
j + α3ϕ
iξµ
j + α4Bµ
iλj] (19)
but it could be easily checked that it is impossible to achieve gauge invariance by adjusting
parameters a1,2 and α1,2,3,4.
Thus we proceed by adding all possible two derivatives terms to the Lagrangian:
L12 = εijF µν [b1DµhναiBαj + b2(Dh)µiBνj + b3DµhiBνj +
+b4h
iBµν
j + b5hµα
iDνBα
j + b6hµα
iDαBν
j +
+b7Dµϕ
iBν
j + b8Bµν
iϕj] (20)
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where Bµν
i = DµBν
i −DνBµi, as well as the most general corrections to gauge transforma-
tions with one derivative:
δ11Bµ
i = β0ε
ijFµνξν
j
δ11Aµ = ε
ij [β1DµBν
iξν
j + β2DνBµ
iξν
j + β3(DB)
iξµ
j +
+β4Bν
iDνξµ
j + β5Bν
iDµξν
j + β6Bµ
i(Dξ)j +
+ρ1(Dh)µ
iλj + ρ2Dµh
iλj + ρ3Dµϕ
iλj +
+ρ4hµν
iDνλ
j + ρ5h
iDνλ
j + ρ6ϕ
iDµλ
j] (21)
Note that due to gauge invariance of the free Lagrangian gauge transformations in this
linear approximation are defined up to possible field dependent free gauge transformations
δAµ ∼ DµX only. In other words, gauge transformations are always defined up to possible
redefinitions of gauge parameters. In linear approximation for massless fields the choice made
does not change anything, though for massive fields the structure of gauge transformations
for Goldstone fields does depend on the choice made. In what follows we will always use all
possible redefinitions of gauge parameters to bring gauge transformations to as simple form
as possible. Here we will use this ambiguity to set β5 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 0. Also recall that any
interaction Lagrangian where the number of derivatives is greater or equal to that of free
Lagrangian is always determined up to possible field redefinitions. For the case at hands
such redefinitions have the form:
Aµ ⇒ Aµ + εij[κ1hµνiBνj + κ2hiBµj + κ3ϕiBµj]
In what follows we choose ρ4 = ρ5 = ρ6 = 0. First of all we consider variations with three
derivatives and require their cancellation:
δ01L12 + δ11L02 = 0
This allows us to express all parameters b, β and ρ in terms of one main parameter β0:
b1 = b2 = b3 = 0, b4 = −β0
2
, b5 = −2β0, b6 = 2β0, b7 = 0
β1 = −β2 = 2β0, β3 = β4 = 0, ρ1 = 0
Then we add terms with one derivative (18) to the Lagrangian as well as corrections without
derivatives (19) to the gauge transformations and require cancellation of variations with two
and one derivative:
δ01L11 + δ00L12 + δ11L01 + δ10L02 = 0
δ00L11 + δ11L00 + δ10L01 = 0
taking into account terms (17) coming from the introduction of minimal e/m interactions.
We obtain:
β0 = −e0
m
, b8 =
2(d− 1)e0M
(d− 2)m2
a1 =
e0
2
, 2a2 = −α4 = 4e0(m
2 − κ(d− 1))
m2
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α1 = −2e0, α2 = 0, α3 = 2b8m
Collecting all results we see that gauge invariance broken by the introduction of minimal
e/m interaction could be restored (in linear approximation) with the introduction of the
following non-minimal terms:
L1 = −2e0
m
εij[hµν
iBµα
jFνα − 1
4
hiBµν
jFµν ] + b8ε
ijϕiBµν
jFµν +
+εijFµν [
e0
2
hµα
ihνα
j + a2Bµ
iBν
j ] (22)
supplemented with the following corrections for gauge transformations:
δ1Bµ
i = −e0
m
εijFµνξν
j
δ1Aµ = ε
ij[−2e0
m
Bµν
iξν
j − 2e0hµνiξνj + 2b8mϕiξµj + α4Bµiλj ] (23)
In the flat space limit (κ = 0) these results agree (up to slightly different field normalization)
with our previous results in [35] thus providing their generalization into (A)dS space. But
from the expressions for the parameters b8, a2 and α4 above one can see that for any non-
zero value of cosmological term κ such model is singular in the limit m → 0, e0 → 0,
e0/m = const. Besides flat space limit there is only one non-singular case corresponding to
so-called partially massless spin 2 particles [44, 45, 46, 36]. Indeed, if one put m2 = κ(d− 2)
the scalar fields ϕi completely decouple. The free Lagrangian for such particle has the form:
L0 = 1
2
[Dµhαβ
iDµhαβ
i − (Dh)µi(Dh)µi −Dµhαβi∂αhµβi + 2(Dh)µiDµhi −DµhiDµhi]−
−1
2
Bµν
iBµν
i + 2m[hµν
iDµBν
i − hi(DB)i]− 2κ(d− 1)BµiBµi (24)
being invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δ0hµν
i = Dµξν
i +Dνξµ
i +
2m
d− 2gµνλ
i, δ0Bµ
i = Dµλ
i +mξµ
i (25)
In this, non-minimal interactions which are necessary to restore gauge invariance after in-
troduction of minimal e/m interaction look like:
L1 = −2e0
m
εij[hµν
iBµα
jFνα − 1
4
hiBµν
jFµν ] + ε
ijFµν [
e0
2
hµα
ihνα
j − 2e0
d− 2Bµ
iBν
j ] (26)
while appropriate corrections to gauge transformations have the form:
δ1Bµ
i = −e0
m
εijFµνξν
j , δ1Aµ = ε
ij[−2e0
m
Bµν
iξν
j − e0hµνiξνj + 4e0
d− 2Bµ
iλj ] (27)
Let us return back to the general case — massive theory in (A)dS space with arbitrary
cosmological term. As we have recently shown [10] to obtain e/m interactions for massless
spin 2 particles in AdS space one needs non-minimal interactions with three derivatives.
So it seems natural to suppose that to construct massive theory having non-singular limit
m→ 0 one has to consider all possible corrections up to three derivatives as well.
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We begin with the three derivatives vertex that played crucial role for the massless theory
[10]:
L13 = a0εijF µν [−DµhαβiDαhβνj − 1
2
Dαhβµ
iDαhβν
j +Dαhβµ
iDβhαν
j +
+
1
2
Dµhαβ
iDνhαβ
j −Dµhναi(Dh)αj − 1
2
(Dh)µ
i(Dh)ν
j +
+(Dh)µ
iDνh
j +Dµhνα
iDαh
j − 1
2
Dµh
iDνh
j ] (28)
together with appropriate corrections to gauge transformations:
δ12hµν
i = a0ε
ij[
1
2
(FµαD[αξν]
j + FναD[αξµ]
j) +
1
d− 2gµνFαβDαξβ
j ]
δ12Aµ = a0εijDαhβµ
iD[αξβ]
j (29)
Here a0 — parameter having dimension 1/m
2. But now we have vector Bµ
i and scalar ϕi as
well, so we have to consider possible non-minimal terms containing these fields too. We have
found two possible corrections for three derivatives vertex. One of them contains tensor hµν
i
and scalar ϕi fields with the Lagrangian:
∆1L13 = b0εijF µν [2DµhναiDαϕj + (Dh)µiDνϕj −DµhiDνϕj]
with non-trivial corrections to gauge transformations:
∆δ12Aµ = b0ε
ij [Dµξν
i −Dνξµi]Dνϕj, δ12ϕi = b0(d− 2)
4(d− 1) ε
ijF µνDµξν
j
The other one is constructed out of gauge invariant field strengths and does not require any
corrections to gauge transformations:
∆2L13 = c0
2
εijF µνBµα
iBαν
j
Here both b0 and c0 — parameters having dimension 1/m
2.
Now we repeat all calculations starting with the highest derivatives terms. The structure
of three derivatives vertex and two derivatives gauge transformations is already adjusted
so that all variations with four derivatives cancel, but due to non-commutativity of (A)dS
covariant derivatives they give terms with two derivatives
δ01L13 + δ12L02 = 2a0κεij[(d− 4)F µνDµhναi + (d− 3)((Dh)µi −Dµhi)F µα]ξαj +
+2b0κ(d− 3)DµϕiF µνξνj (30)
which we have to take into account later. Then we add to Lagrangian terms with two deriva-
tives (20) and corrections to gauge transformations (21) with one derivative and calculate all
variations with three derivatives. First of all their cancellation requires that three parameters
a0, b0 and c0 satisfy a relation:
m[a0(d− 4)− c0(d− 2)] +Mb0(d− 2) = 0
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Once again we face an ambiguity between flat space limit and massless limit. Indeed, in a
flat space (κ = 0, M = m) we obtain b0 = −a0(d − 4)/(d − 2) + c0 for any mass value m,
while for the non-zero cosmological term b0 → 0 for m→ 0. We have explicitly checked that
solution exists for arbitrary values of a0 and c0, but in what follows we consider unambiguous
case b0 = 0, c0 =
d−4
d−2
a0 only. In this, all variations with three derivatives cancel provided:
b1 = −2a0m(d− 4)
d− 2 , b2 = −b3 = −
2a0m(d− 3)
d− 2 ,
b4 = −β0
2
, b5 = −b6 = −2β0
β1 = −β2 = 2β0, β4 = −β5 = −2a0m
d− 2
but again non-commutativity of (A)dS covariant derivatives leaves us with:
δ01L12 + δ00L13 + δ11L02 + δ12L01 = 4a0κm(d
2 − 5d+ 7)
d− 2 ε
ijBµ
iF µνξν
j (31)
At last we add to the Lagrangian terms (18) with one derivative and corrections to gauge
transformations (19) without derivatives and calculate all variations with two and one deriva-
tive taking into account terms (17) coming from introduction of minimal e/m interaction and
terms (30) and (31) due to non-commutativity of covariant derivatives. Their cancellation
allows us to express all parameters in terms of two main one: a0 and β0. We obtain:
a1 = − a0M
2
2(d− 2) −
β0m
2
a2 = −2a0[m
2(d− 3) + κ]
d− 2 −
2β0[m
2 − κ(d− 1)]
m
α1 =
2a0M
2
d− 2 + 2β0m, α3 = −
4β0M(d− 1)
d− 2
α4 = − 4a0M
2
(d− 2)2 +
4β0[m
2 − κ(d− 1)]
m
b8 = −a0M(d − 1)(d− 4)
(d− 2)2 −
2β0M(d − 1)
m(d− 2)
e0 = −a0M
2(d− 3)
d− 2 − β0m
We see that all parameters get independent additive contributions from our two main pa-
rameters a0 and β0. As a result for any non-zero value of β0 part of the parameters turn out
to be singular in the massless limit. The only model that has non-singular massless as well
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as flat space limits is the one with β0 = 0. The complete cubic vertex for such model has
the form:
L1 = a0εijF µν
[
−DµhαβiDαhβνj − 1
2
Dαhβµ
iDαhβν
j +Dαhβµ
iDβhαν
j+
+
1
2
Dµhαβ
iDνhαβ
j −Dµhναi(Dh)αj − 1
2
(Dh)µ
i(Dh)ν
j +
+(Dh)µ
iDνh
j +Dµhνα
iDαh
j − 1
2
Dµh
iDνh
j +
d− 4
2(d− 2)Bµα
iBαν
j −
− 2m
d− 2[(d− 4)Dµhνα
iBα
j + (d− 3)(Dh)µiBνj − (d− 3)DµhiBνj]−
−M(d − 1)(d− 4)
(d− 2)2 Bµν
iϕj − M
2
2(d− 2)hµα
ihνα
j −
−2[m
2(d− 3) + κ]
d− 2 Bµ
iBν
j
]
(32)
while non-minimal corrections to gauge transformations look like:
δ1Aµ = a0εij[Dαhβµ
iD[αξβ]
j +
2m
d− 2Bν
iD[µξν]
j +
+
2M2
d− 2hµν
iξν
j − 4M
2
(d− 2)2Bµ
iλj] (33)
δ1hµν
i = a0ε
ij[
1
2
(FµαD[αξν]
j + FναD[αξµ]
j) +
1
d− 2gµνFαβDαξβ
j]
Thus this model is a straightforward and relatively simple generalization of our model [10]
for the massless particle in (A)dS space for the case of non-zero mass m, in this the same
cubic three derivatives vertex plays the main role. Note also that in such model effective
electric charge e0 = −a0[m2 − κ(d− 2)](d− 3)/(d− 2) becomes equal to zero exactly at the
boundary of unitary allowed region.
3 Frame-like formalism
In this section we reproduce the results of previous one using frame-like gauge invariant for-
mulation for massive spin 2 particle in (A)dS space [39, 67]. Such formulation being elegant
and geometric could be more compact and more suggestive for possible generalizations on
higher spins.
For the frame-like gauge invariant description of massive spin 2 particle one needs three
pairs of physical and auxiliary fields: (ωµ
ab, hµ
a), (Cab, Bµ) and (pi
a, ϕ). The Lagrangian
for the free massive spin 2 particle has the form:
L0 = 1
2
{ µνab }ωµacωνbc −
1
2
{ µναabc }ωµabDνhαc +
1
8
Cab
2 − 1
4
{ µνab }CabDµBν −
− d− 1
2(d− 2)pia
2 +
d− 1
d− 2 {
µ
a} piaDµϕ
12
+
m
2
[{ µνab }ωµabBν + { µa}Cabhµb]−
d− 1
d− 2M {
µ
a}piaBµ +
+
M2
2
{ µνab } hµahνb −
d− 1
d− 2mM {
µ
a}hµaϕ+
d(d− 1)
2(d− 2)2m
2ϕ2 (34)
where { µνab } = eµaeνb − eµbeνa and so on, being invariant under the following set of initial
gauge transformations:
δ0hµ
a = Dµξ
a +
m
d− 2eµ
aξ, δ0ωµ
ab = Dµη
ab − M
2
d− 2eµ
[aξb]
δ0Bµ = Dµξ +mξµ, δ0C
ab = −2mηab, (35)
δ0ϕ = Mξ, δ0pi
a = −mMξa
where M2 = m2 − κ(d− 2).
Using frame-like formulation in linear approximation one is always face an ambiguity
related to the fact that there are terms in the Lagrangian and gauge transformations which
differ by terms proportional to algebraic equations for auxiliary fields (ωµ
ab, Cab and pia
for the case at hands). Any such Lagrangians are equivalent in this approximation but if
one goes beyond linear level things could be more complicated or simpler depending on the
choice made. In what follows we will use a kind of 11
2
order formalism very well known from
supergravity. Namely, we will not consider any corrections to gauge transformations for
auxiliary fields ωµ
ab, Cab and pia (usually they have the most complicated form), instead we
will require that all variations in the linear approximation cancel up to the terms proportional
to their free algebraic equations only. The solutions of these free equations have the form:
Cab = D[aBb] −mh[ab], pia = Daϕ−MBa
ωa,bc =
1
2
[Tab,c − Tac,b − Tbc,a]− m
d− 2[gabBc − gacBb]
where Tµν
a = Dµhν
a − Dνhµa. Using these solutions one can easily derive a number of
identities which will be useful in what follows:
D[apib] = −MCab −mMh[ab], D[aCbc] = −2mD[ahbc]
Rab,cd −Rcd,ab = m
d− 2[gacCbd − . . .] +
M2
d− 2[gach[bd] − . . .]
Rab − Rba = mCab +M2h[ab]
Here Rµν
ab = Dµων
ab − Dνωµab, Rab = Rac,bc, while dots denote antisymmetrization on ab
and cd.
Let us turn to the electromagnetic interactions. Here we also will work with real fields
assuming that all of them are doublets now. First of all we introduce minimal interaction
replacing all (A)dS covariant derivatives in the Lagrangian and gauge transformations by
fully covariant ones, e.g.:
Dµξa
i ⇒ Dµξai − e0εijAµξaj
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As usual such replacement spoils the invariance of the Lagrangian under gauge transforma-
tions:
δL0 = e0
2
εij { µa} [ωµbciF bcξaj + 2ωµabiF bcξcj + hµaiF bcηbcj + 2hµbiF bcηcaj ] +
+
e0
2
εijF abCab
iξj (36)
Then we proceed reconstructing three derivatives vertices in a frame-like formalism. The
main vertex that plays crucial role for massless particle can now be written as follows [10]:
L13 = a0
8
εij { µνab } [ωµabiF cdωνcdj + ωµcdiF cdωνabj − 4ωµaciF cdωνbdj − ωµcdiF abωνcdj ] (37)
while appropriate corrections for gauge transformations have the form:
δ1hµ
ai = −a0
2
εij[Fµ
bηbaj + ηµ
bjF ba +
1
d− 2eµ
a(Fη)j]
δ1Aµ =
a0
2
εijωµ
abiηabj (38)
In this, the structure of the Lagrangian and gauge transformations is already adjusted so
that variations with highest number of derivatives cancel, but due to non-commutativity of
(A)dS covariant derivatives we obtain:
a0
2
εij[−1
2
F ab(Rab,cd
i −Rcd,abi)ηcdj + F ac(Rabi −Rbai)ηbcj] =
=
d− 4
2(d− 2)a0ε
ij [mCab
iF acηbcj +M2h[ab]
iF acηbcj] (39)
where in the second line we have used identities given above.
Analogously, for the second three derivatives vertex frame-like Lagrangian and corrections
to gauge transformations become:
∆1L13 = b0εij { µa} [2ωµabiF bcpicj − 2ωµbciF abpicj + ωµbciF bcpiaj ] (40)
∆δ1Aµ = −2b0εijηµaipiaj , δ1ϕi = b0(d− 2)
d− 1 ε
ij(Fη)j (41)
while the non-invariance related with non-commutativity of (A)dS covariant derivatives looks
like:
− 2b0εijηabiF bcD[apic]j = 2b0MεijηabiF bc[Cacj +mh[ac]j] (42)
where we again used identities given above. At last the third vertex takes the form:
∆2L13 = c0εijF abCaciCbcj (43)
Now we turn to reformulation of two derivatives vertex. The most general Lagrangian
can be written as follows:
L2 = εij { µa} [a1hµaiF bcCbcj + a2hµbiF acCbcj + a3hµbiF bcCacj] +
+a4ε
ij { µνab }ωµaciF bcBνj + a5εijϕiF abCabj (44)
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while the most general form of corrections to gauge transformations looks like:
δ1Aµ = ε
ij[α1ηµ
aiBa
j + α2Cµa
iξaj ], δ1Bµ
i = α3ε
ijFµaξ
aj (45)
First of all we calculate variations under the ξ-transformations and require their cancellation.
This gives:
a2 = a3 = −2a1, α2 = −2a1, α3 = −4a1
and leaves us with non-invariance of the form:
a1ε
ij∂aCbc
i[F bcξaj − 2F acξbj ] = −2ma1εij { µa}ωµbci[2F abξcj + F bcξaj ] (46)
where we again used identities given above. As for the invariance under the η-transformations
it requires firstly:
a4 = 0, α1 = 0
It could seems that the absence of a4 term in the Lagrangian and α1 term in the gauge
transformations contradicts with metric-like formulation of previous section. But in the
transition from frame-like to metric-like formalism one has to solve algebraic equations for
the auxiliary fields, e.g. for ω field we get ω ∼ Dh ⊕ mB, so that appropriate terms are
already contained in (37) and (38). Secondly, we again obtain a relation
d− 4
d− 2ma0 + 8mc0 = 4Mb0
having an ambiguity between flat space and massless limits. As in the previous section, in
what follows we restrict ourselves with the unambiguous case b0 = 0, c0 = − d−48(d−2)a0 only.
At last we add to the Lagrangian the most general terms with one derivative:
L1 = εij { µνab } [c1hµciF abhνcj + c2BµiF abBνj ] + c3εij { µa} hµbiF abϕj (47)
as well as corresponding corrections to gauge transformations:
δAµ = ε
ij[β1hµ
aiξaj + β2ϕ
iξµ
j + β3Bµ
iξj] (48)
Then we calculate all remaining variations taking into account all terms in (36), (39), (42)
and (46). This gives:
e0 = −a0M
2(d− 3)
d− 2 + 2ma1, c1 = −
a0M
2
4(d− 2) +ma1, c3 =
4(d− 1)
d− 2 Ma1
c2 =
a0M
2
2(d− 2)2 +
m2 − κ(d− 1)
m
a1, a5 = −a0M(d − 1)(d− 4)
4(d− 2)2 +
2(d− 1)Ma1
m(d− 2)
β1 = −4c1, β2 = c3, β3 = −4c2
Exactly as in the previous section we see that all parameters get independent additive contri-
butions from two main parameters a0 and a1. In this, for part of the parameters contribution
from a1 turns out to be singular in the massless limit. So we choose simplest case a1 = 0
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admitting non-singular limit e0 → 0, m → 0, e0/M2 = const. In this case complete non-
minimal vertex has the form:
L1 = a0
8
εij { µνab } [ωµabiF cdωνcdj + ωµcdiF cdωνabj − 4ωµaciF cdωνbdj − ωµcdiFabωνcdj ]−
− d− 4
8(d− 2)a0ε
ijF abCac
iCbc
j − (d− 1)(d− 4)
4(d− 2)2 a0Mε
ijϕiF abCab
j +
− a0M
2
4(d− 2)ε
ij { µνab } [hµciF abhνcj −
2
d− 2Bµ
iF abBν
j ] (49)
while corresponding corrections to gauge transformations look like:
δ1hµ
ai = −a0
2
εij[Fµ
bηbaj + ηµ
bjF ba +
1
d− 2eµ
a(Fη)j]
δ1Aµ =
a0
2
εijωµ
abiηabj +
a0M
2
d− 2 ε
ij[hµ
aiξaj − 2
d− 2Bµ
iξj] (50)
Recall that in this case effective electric charge is
e0 = −d − 3
d − 2a0[m
2 − κ(d− 2)]
so that it becomes equal to zero at the boundary of unitary allowed region m2 = κ(d− 2).
Conclusion and discussion
We have shown that for massive spin 2 particles in (A)dS space with arbitrary cosmologi-
cal constant it is indeed possible (at least in the linear approximation) to switch on mini-
mal electromagnetic interactions supplemented by non-minimal ones containing up to three
derivatives together with corresponding non-minimal corrections to gauge transformations.
We use gauge invariant formulation for such massive particles which works equally well both
in flat Minkowski space as well as in (A)dS spaces. This allows us to construct a model
that smoothly interpolates between massless particle in (A)dS space [10] and massive one in
flat Minkowski space. Indeed, the relation e0 ∼ a0[m2 − κ(d− 2)] clearly shows that having
electric charge e0 and our main parameter a0 fixed we could easily obtain both massless
limit m → 0 as well as flat limit κ → 0, in this no singularities arise. Recall that both in a
simple illustrative example for massive spin 3/2 particle and in our main results for massive
spin 2 particle the relations between electric charge, mass and cosmological term are such
that electric charge becomes equal to zero at the boundary of unitary allowed regions in de
Sitter space. It will be very interesting to understand whether it is a general feature or just
peculiarity of lower spin cases.
In this paper we restrict ourselves with the linear approximation, i.e. with the cubic
vertices in the Lagrangian and linear in fields (hence the name) corrections to gauge trans-
formations. Let us stress that results in this approximation do not depend on the presence of
any other fields in the system so they are truly model independent. If one goes beyond linear
approximation, then two types of corrections appear. From one hand, there will be terms
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(both in the Lagrangian and gauge transformations) quadratic, cubic and so on in electro-
magnetic field strength. Note that in a frame-like formulation linear approximation already
contains at least part of such non-linear terms because algebraic equations for auxiliary fields
look (symbolically):
(1 + F )ω ∼ Dh, (1 + F )C ∼ DB
But the most important corrections come from the fact that there are non-trivial transfor-
mations for the e/m field Aµ itself. This, in turn, leads to the corrections quartic in spin 2
field and it is the consistency of these corrections that may require introduction of (infinitely
many) other fields to construct complete consistent theory.
It is instructive to compare our results obtained here with the results of [73, 74, 75].
Authors also use gauge invariant description for massive particles, but they insist that the
whole Lagrangian has to be written in terms of gauge invariant combination
h˜µν = hµν +
1
m
D(µBν) − 1
2m2
D(µDν)φ
thus completely ignoring the possibility to consider non-minimal corrections for gauge trans-
formations. Clearly, any Lagrangian constructed this way will be trivially gauge invariant,
but the price is that it will contain too many derivatives. Moreover, it is clear that such
gauge invariant formulation will be equivalent to the initial one and share all its problems.
One of the well known problems that arise when one consider massive spin 2 particles in
electromagnetic or gravitational background [24, 76] is the (re)appearance of sixth ghost
degree of freedom. At the same time the model constructed in this paper has right number
of physical degrees of freedom.
For simplicity let us consider flat d = 4 Minkowski space and choose a unitary gauge
Bµ = 0, ϕ = 0. In this gauge the model looks like the usual non-gauge invariant theory for
massive spin particle with the free Lagrangian:
L0 = 1
2
DαhµνDαhµν − 1
2
DαhµνDµhνα − 1
2
(Dh)µ(Dh)µ + (Dh)
µDµh− 1
2
DµhDµh−
−m
2
2
(hµνhµν − h2)
and linear part of non-minimal vertex having the form:
L1 = a0εijF µν
[
−DµhαβiDαhβνj − 1
2
Dαhβµ
iDαhβν
j +Dαhβµ
iDβhαν
j+
+
1
2
Dµhαβ
iDνhαβ
j −Dµhναi(Dh)αj − 1
2
(Dh)µ
i(Dh)ν
j +
+(Dh)µ
iDνh
j +Dµhνα
iDαh
j − 1
2
Dµh
iDνh
j − m
2
4
hµα
ihνα
j
]
By straightforward calculations we can show that all usual constraints do follow from the
equations of motion. We obtain:
Dν(
δL0
δhµν
+
δL1
δhµν
)− a0
4
[2DαF βµ + 2F βµDα − 2F ανDνgβµ − F µνDνgαβ] δL0
δhαβ
=
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= −m2(gµν − a0
2
F µν)((Dh)ν −Dνh) = 0
(DµDν − m
2
2
)(
δL0
δhµν
+
δL1
δhµν
) = −3m
4
2
h = 0
where we have omitted all terms quadratic in Fµν as well as terms proportional to free e/m
equation (DF )µ = 0 as it is appropriate for linear approximation. Thus, though gauge in-
variance for massive particles does not automatically guarantee the right number of physical
degrees of freedom, it indeed can help to construct such models. To our opinion, the right
way is to consider not only the most general non-minimal higher derivatives interactions,
but also the most general non-minimal corrections to gauge transformations with the addi-
tional requirement that algebra of gauge transformations closes. In this, the best strategy
is to use minimal number of derivatives possible and avoid trivial solutions related with the
substitution hµν → h˜µν . It is interesting to note that the same cubic vertex
L ∼ DhFDh
may be needed for the theory to be causal [77].
Now let us turn to the behavior of tree amplitudes at high energies. In non-gauge
invariant description one has to work with the usual propagator for massive spin 2 particle
which has the terms up to pµpνpαpβ/m4 leading, in general, to a very bad high energy
behavior. But for some very specific combinations of non-minimal terms one face a number of
cancellations. They happen each time when divergencyDµJµν or double divergencyD
µDνJµν
of the ”current” (for spin 2 it also is a second rank tensor) turn out to be proportional to
free equations of motion because external legs are on shell. Thus to obtain the correct
high energy behavior one have to make careful calculations with the full propagator and
appropriate vertices. But as authors of [73, 74, 75] teach us, there is a more simple and
elegant way. Let us introduce auxiliary fields Bµ and ϕ and make our Lagrangian to be
gauge invariant. Then working perturbatively we can always choose the gauge (analog of
so-called renormalizable gauge for spontaneously broken Yang-Mills theories) where free
Lagrangian is diagonal and we have three independent components hµν , Bµ and ϕ all with
the nice propagators 1/(p2 −m2). Thus the behavior of amplitudes can be easily extracted
right from the interacting Lagrangian expressed in terms of these fields. But as we have
seen in this paper there are may be different ways to make the same initial Lagrangian to
be gauge invariant and, as a result, such estimates may be drastically different.
Let us take the model constructed here and consider simple tree level diagrams like the
scattering of massive spin 2 particles due to one-photon exchange or Compton scattering.
Then from the cubic vertices we will obtain for both amplitudes ep3(1/p2)ep3 → e2p4, where
ep3 comes from the most hard vertex eDhFDh and 1/p2 comes from propagators. But we
have to take into account that both amplitudes will gain contributions from quartic vertices.
The explicit structure of such vertices crucially depends on the presence or absence of other
fields in the system. Let us suppose that we will not introduce any other fields (really it is
a worst case because no wonderful cancellations can happen). Then having Argyres-Nappi
vertex (e/m2)DhFDh and gauge transformation of the form δh ∼ FDξ and δA ∼ DhDξ, we
will have to introduce at the quadratic approximation two type of quartic vertices. Firstly,
we will have second Argyres-Nappi vertex (e2/m4)DhF 2Dh which will produce the same
18
e2p4 contribution to Compton scattering. Secondly, we will get quartic vertex of the form
(e2/m4)(Dh)4 which will again produce the same e2p4 contribution to one-photon exchange.
Thus (leaving aside a tiny probability of some wonderful cancellation) we expect that both
amplitudes will behave like e2p4 at high energies. And it seems very natural that it is the
model with the right number of physical degrees of freedom and without any ghosts that has
the best high energy behavior (compare e.g. [78, 79]).
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